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Climate change is exerting unprecedented effects on the habitats of marine

mammals. Common minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) have suffered

immense harm from commercial whaling, and the recovery of this species is

likely threatened by climate change. To better manage and conserve this

species, it is important to predict its current habitat distribution and the

potential change under future climate change scenarios. Such predictions

are typically generated by species distribution models (SDMs), which

construct a correlation between species occurrence data and its habitat

environmental variables. SDMs are commonly constructed at the species

level, assuming a homogenous response of the species to climatic variables

across their entire geographic range. Spatially segregated populations from the

same species inhabit distinct environments and gradually adapt to the local

conditions, resulting in niche differentiation among populations. Species-level

SDMs that ignore the effects of local adaptation mask differences in population

responses to climate change and might present an unrealistic picture of

potential species distributions. Based on morphological and genetic

evidence, the common minke whale was divided into three populations: the

North Atlantic population (NAP), Southern Hemisphere population (SHP) and

North Pacific population (NPP); these populations inhabit isolated geographic

areas with distinct environmental conditions. We quantified the realized niches

of these populations and found evidence of significant ecological niche

differentiation. We then constructed SDMs at the species and population

levels and compared the predictions from these two types of models under

different climate change scenarios. Both types of models projected similar

change trends in species range, with a contraction of future suitable habitats for

the NAP and SHP and an expansion for the NPP. However, the magnitudes of

this change differed; the population-level model projected more optimistic

results for the SHP and NAP, indicating less habitat loss. This study highlighted

the importance of considering local adaptation when estimating the impact of
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climate change on species habitat suitability. These spatiotemporal predictions

provide essential knowledge for designing climate-adaptive conservation and

management strategies, such as the delimitation of mobile marine protected

areas (MPAs).
KEYWORDS

balaenoptera acutorostrata, climate change, species distribution models, habitat suitability,
local adaptation
Introduction

The growth and reproduction of marine organisms depend

on special niche spaces. However, anthropogenic-induced

climate change has resulted in a series of changes in the

marine environment, such as increases in water temperature,

ocean acidification, and hypoxia (Cheung et al., 2013; Breitburg

et al., 2018; Baringer et al., 2020). Therefore, changes in the

marine environment conditions may change the current

distribution patterns of species and affect the function and

service of marine ecosystems. Many studies have found

poleward shifts in marine species to trace suitable niches in

response to a warming climate (e.g., Hastings et al., 2020; Murcia

et al., 2020; Abe et al., 2021). Cetaceans, top predators at a high

trophic level, can directly affect the marine ecosystem by

predation (Bowen, 1997). The predation of these species

induced costly changes to their prey in the abundance and

spatiotemporal patterns. Thus, the removal of these apex

predators, such as by commercial whaling, will greatly impact

community structure (Kiszka et al., 2015). Additionally,

cetaceans transport nutrients from deep waters to the surface

by releasing fecal plumes rich in iron and nitrogen, promoting

the growth of phytoplankton (Smith et al., 2013; Weelden et al.,

2021). Thus, cetaceans play an irreplaceable role in the cycling

systems of the marine ecosystem; climate-induced changes in the

distribution of these species will have cascading effects (Roman

et al., 2014; Cartagena-Matos et al., 2021).

The common minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) is

the most common baleen whale globally. And it is widely

distributed throughout most tropical, temperate and polar

regions. As an omnivorous species, its prey changes with area,

mainly including Japanese anchovy, Pacific saury, Pacific

anchovy, krill and small fishes (Tamura and Fujise, 2002;

Mitani et al., 2006; Pastene et al., 2007; Song and Zhang,

2014). Because of its small body size, this species did not

attract more attention in earlier commercial whaling, but it

became the main hunted species when the other large whale

species were severely depleted and hard to locate (IWC, 2021).

Common minke whales are likely recovering from the intense

whaling era after the promulgation of control measures on
02
whaling (Tulloch et al., 2018). However, climate change, which

has resulted in unprecedented habitat loss and fragmentation for

whales and other marine mammals, may imperil the recovery of

the common minke whale (Lambert et al., 2014; Perrin et al.,

2018; Tulloch et al., 2018; Weelden et al., 2021). In 2021, China

revised the Lists of ‘Wild Animals under Special State Protection’

and upgraded protection level of the common minke whale from

second-class protection (wildlife identified as in small numbers)

to first-class protection (wildlife identified as in rare or

endangered), given the decline of this species in recent years

(Liu et al., 2022). Although common minke whales face strong

anthropogenic and climate stresses, few studies have investigated

the alteration in their habitat in the face of changed

environments (Boer, 2010; Glover et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2017;

Risch et al., 2019). Hence, it is urgent to estimate the climate

impacts on the continued habitat suitability of common minke

whales to inform the long-term conservation and management

decisions for this species.

Species distribution models (SDMs) describe the

relationships between georeferenced species distribution data

(e.g., presence, abundance) and simultaneously available

environmental predictors and have been extensively used in

estimating the habitat suitability of species (e.g., Robinson et al.,

2017; Zhang et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2021; Soultan et al., 2022).

Constructed SDMs can be applied to predict the future range of

species when the environmental predictors can be projected by

global climate models under the different assumptions of

representative concentration pathway (RCP) emission

scenarios (Moss et al., 2010). SDMs are commonly constructed

at the species level under the assumption of “niche

conservatism” (e.g., Dormann, 2007; Araújo and Peterson,

2012; Chen et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021).

This assumption suggests that the individuals belonging to the

same species have a similar niche space and demonstrate a

consistent response to climate change across the species’ entire

distributional range. The spatially segregated populations from

the same species living in ecologically distinct environmental

conditions over a long evolutionary history will gradually adapt

to the local conditions, and this local adaptation is likely to result

in niche divergence among populations. The genetic and
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phenotypic heterogeneity caused by local adaptation has been

verified in some species by phylogeographic analysis (Razgour

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Milmann et al., 2021; Peñalver-

Alcázar et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Consequently, pooling

data at the species level to construct global SDMs may mask the

local differential responses to climate change and produce

unreliable predictive results. More recently, an increasing

number of studies realized the importance of considering

genetic isolation or local adaptation in building SDMs and

found that population-level SDMs produced more realistic

range predictions for species (e.g., Lecocq et al., 2015; Hällfors

et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017; DeMarche et al., 2019; Peñalver-

Alcázar et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Climate-induced

changes in ocean conditions have been proven to impact the

habitats of several whale species (Smith et al., 1986; Salvadeo

et al., 2013; Lambert et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2017). However, no

further studies were found at higher taxonomic resolutions

below the species level to estimate the climate impacts on

whale species.

Based on geographical origin and morphological and

genetic differences, the common minke whale was divided

into three populations: the North Atlantic population (B. a.

acutorostrata; abbreviated NAP), the North Pacific population

(B. a. scammoni; NPP), and the dwarf minke whale population

(abbreviated SHP according to its geographical origin), which

is an unnamed population that occurs almost exclusively in

the Southern Hemisphere (Rice, 1998; Milmann et al., 2021).

Although the extent of distribution overlap and genetic

exchange among the populations cannot be confirmed, the

three populations have inhabited distinct ecological

environments over their long-term evolutionary histories,

and local adaptation is likely to exist (Pastene et al., 2007;

Kishida, 2017). In this study, we first quantified the realized

niche (the part of the fundamental niche occupied by species

in reality) and compared the niche differentiation of the three

populations. We then established SDMs at the population and

species levels to predict the potential distribution of common

minke whales and estimated the vulnerability of this species to

climate change. The aim of this study was to address the

following hypotheses: (1) the three populations occupy

significantly different niche spaces, which results in

differential responses to climate change; (2) population-level

models, accounting for local adaptation, produce more reliable

predictive results than do corresponding species-level models.

Our results are expected to provide essential knowledge for
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
designing climate-adaptive conservation and management

strategies at more precise taxonomic unit.
Materials and methods

Study area and species distribution data

Common minke whales are found in all ocean basins, with

the dwarf minke whale population limited to the Southern

Hemisphere (IWC, 2021). Given the known distribution

ranges of the three populations, our study areas were limited

to 100°W-105°E, 0°-84°N for the NAP, 105°-260°E, 0°-84°N for

the NPP and 180°W-180°E, 0°-79°S for the SHP. To better show

the predictive results, we converted the coordinate range from

-180°W-180°E to 0°-360°E to present the predictive maps of the

NPP. Occurrence records of the common minke whale were

obtained from the two public databases: Global Biodiversity

Information Facility, Ocean Biogeographic Information System

(Table 1), and published articles (Rosel et al., 2016; Kavanagh

et al., 2018; Milmann et al., 2018; Wang, et al., 2020). The

occurrence records spanned from 1990 to 2014. Sampling was

not evenly distributed and its clustering may overrepresent the

environmental conditions (Kramer-Schadt et al., 2013). To

minimize sampling bias, we spatially thinned the occurrence

data using the R package spThin and retained one occurrence

point per grid of 5 × 5 arc minutes (i.e., 9.2×9.2 km), consistent

with the spatial resolution of the environmental predictors

(Aiello-Lammens et al., 2015). After this data-filtering process,

a total of 6936 records were retained to build the SDM at the

species level (hereafter “species model”), of which 5783 records

belonged to the NAP used to build the SDM at the population

level (hereafter “NAP model”), 597 records belonged to the NPP

used to build the NPP model, and 687 records belonged to the

SHP used to build the SHP model (Figure 1). The available data

reflected the presence of the common minke whale, whereas

most SDMs require information on species absence (Sánchez-

Mercado and Ferrer-Paris, 2010; Singer et al., 2017). Due to the

lack of true-absence records, we randomly simulated the same

number of pseudo-absence records with that of presence records

in the environment conditions where the common minke whale

did not occur using the pseudoAbsences function in the R

package MOPA (Iturbide, 2017). Thus, the binary presence/

absence (0/1) data were used as the response variable to build

the SDMs.
TABLE 1 Sample size, time range and source of the initially selected common minke whale occurrence data.

Database Sample size Time range Source

Ocean Biodiversity Information System (OBIS) 16988 1990-2014 https://www.obis.org

Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) 14278 1990-2014 https://www.gbif.org
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Environmental predictor variables

Based on the literatures on species-environment associations

and considering data availability, we selected nine environmental

variables as potential predictors of occurrence of common minke

whales (Table 2). Cetacean occurrence in subarctic waters is

primarily driven by sea ice cover and prey occurrence (Brower

et al., 2018). Correspondingly, ice thickness was selected as a

predictive factor. Additionally, Todd and Williamson (2022)

found that dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll-a concentrations

significantly influenced cetacean occurrence; thus, these two

factors were included. Hydrographic conditions such as mixing,
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
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productivity, which leads to higher concentrations of prey,

attracting more common minke whales to forage in a given

area. Therefore, primary productivity and current velocity were

selected as predictors (Lee et al., 2017). In the coastal waters,

salinity, water temperature, water depth and distance to shore

influence the abundance of cetaceans; these environmental

variables generally serve as proxies for other variables, which

directly influence whale occurrence (Tetley et al., 2008; Robinson

et al., 2009; Vıḱingsson et al., 2015).

We also assessed the collinearity of the predictors to

prevent undue influences on the results. Two or more
TABLE 2 The nine environmental variables initially selected for this study and their units, spatial resolution, temporal resolution and sources.

Variable Unit Spatial Resolution Temporal Resolution Source

dissolved oxygen mol·m-3 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

salinity PSS 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

current velocity m·S-1 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

water temperature °C 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

ice thickness m 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

chlorophyll concentration mg·m-3 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

primary productivity g.m-3·day-1 5 arc minutes monthly
(2000-2014)

http://www.bio-oracle.org

water depth m 5 arc minutes static http://gmed.auckland.ac.nz

distance to shore km 5 arc minutes static http://gmed.auckland.ac.nz
FIGURE 1

Map of study regions and occurrence records of the common minke whale. Red dots, orange dots and blue dots indicate the occurrence
records of the North Atlantic population (NAP), the North Pacific population (NPP) and the Southern Hemisphere population (SHP), respectively.
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variables with a Pearson correlation coefficient greater than 0.7

were considered to be collinear and only one of these variables

was retained for the model analysis (Dormann et al., 2013;

Schickele et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). After this process,

current velocity, salinity, water temperature, water depth,

distance to shore, chlorophyll concentration and ice

th ickness were re ta ined . The present and future

environmental data were downloaded from online datasets

with a spatial resolution of 5×5 arc minutes (i.e., 9.2×9.2

km); these datasets included the Bio-ORACLE v2.1 dataset

(http://www.bio-oracle.org) (Assis et al., 2018) for current

ve loc i ty , sa l in i ty , water temperature , ch lorophyl l

concentration and ice thickness, and the Global Marine

Environment Datasets (http://gmed.auckland.ac.nz) (Basher

et al., 2018) for water depth and distance to shore. The

average values of environmental variables during 2000-2014

were taken to represent the present environmental conditions.

BIO-ORACLE provides future environmental projections

using three atmospheric-ocean general circulation models

(AOGCMs) under four representative concentration pathway

(RCP) emission scenarios (RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0 and RCP

8.5). To reduce the uncertainties of the environmental

projections, we used the average values of the projected

results from the three AOGAMs to represent the future

environmental conditions. RCP 2.6 indicates an optimistic

emission level with good control of greenhouse gas

concentrations; RCP45 and RCP60 represent the moderate

emission level; and RCP 8.5 indicates a pessimistic condition

with uncontrolled (i.e., business-as-usual) emissions. Increased

greenhouse gas emissions would result in larger increases in

water temperature and larger decreases in salinity, chlorophyll

concentration and ice thickness in the future (Table 3). Here,

for more comparability, we used two representative

concentration path scenarios (RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5) for

future distribution prediction in the periods of the 2050s
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(2040–2050) and 2100s (2090–2100). Water depth and

distance to shore were assumed not to change over time

(Zhang et al., 2021).
Estimates of niche differentiation

The occupied niche space of each population can be

quantified by calculating a n-dimensional ecological

hypervolume based on the environmental conditions where

the population occurred. To reduce the dimension of niche

space, we first conducted a principal component analysis

(PCA) using the R package FactoMineR (Le et al., 2008) on

all environmental predictor variables and retained the first four

principal components, as they accounted for more than 80% of

the total variance (Supplementary Figure S1). We then

calculated the four-dimensional hypervolume based on the

retained principal components using the R package

hypervolume (Blonder et al. , 2021). The volume of

hypervolume (an unitless measure) can indicate the size of

niche space occupied by the population. The ecological niche

differentiation between populations can be assessed by

overlapping the hypervolume of each population using the R

package BAT (Cardoso et al., 2021). The total niche

differentiation (bTotal) ranges from 0 (completely consistent

niche space) to 1 (completely different niche space) and can be

decomposed into two components: niche shift, corresponding

to the replacement of space between the hypervolumes

occupied by two populations, and niche contraction/

expansion, indicating the net differences between the amount

of space encompassed by each hypervolume (Carvalho and

Cardoso, 2020; Mammola and Cardoso, 2020). We used the R

package ecospat (Broennimann et ., 2021) to conduct pairwise

niche similarity tests, and a P value > 0.05 indicated that the

niches occupied by two populations were not more similar than
TABLE 3 Current and future (i.e., 2050s and 2100s) environmental conditions under two representative concentration pathway (RCP) emission
scenarios.

Environmentvariable Currentvalue 2050s 2100s

RCP 2.6 RCP 8.5 RCP 2.6 RCP 8.5

Cv (m·s-1) 0.24 0.25
(-0.05, 0.08)

0.25
(-0.07, 0.09)

0.24
(-0.06, 0.09)

0.24
(-0.12, 0.09)

Sal (PSS) 34.12 34.04
(-1.88, 1.31)

34.02
(-1.86, 1.23)

34.04
(-1.66, 1.26)

33.90
(-2.58, 1.59)

T (°C) 14.64 15.21
(-1.09, 4.05)

15.53
(-1.28, 4.46)

15.16
(-1.30, 3.53)

17.20
(-0.31, 6.99)

Chl (mg·m-3) 0.25 0.24
(-2.48, 0.82)

0.23
(-2.47, 0.79)

0.23
(-2.44, 0.82)

0.20
(-2.85, 0.81)

It (m) 0.27 0.20
(-4.39, 0.60)

0.18
(-5.83, 0.53)

0.20
(-5.83, 1.12)

0.11
(-6.31, 1.76)
fro
The values in the brackets indicate the changed range of the future environmental conditions compared with the current conditions. Cv, current velocity; Sal, salinity; T, temperature; Chl,
chlorophyll concentration; It, ice thickness.
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expected by chance, implying no significant climatic

niche conservatism.
Species distribution modeling
and prediction

Based on the presence/pseudo-absence records and present

environmental data, we developed SMDs to evaluate the species-

environment relationships. The SDMs were developed based on

the R package biomod2 (Thuiller et al., 2021), and this package

includes ten modeling algorithms: surface range envelope (SRE),

generalized linear model (GLM), generalized additive model

(GAM), classification tree analysis (CTA), generalized boosting

model (GBM), multiple adaptive regression splines (MARS),

flexible discriminant analysis (FDA), artificial neural network

(ANN), random forest (RF), and maximum entropy (Maxent).

The predictive performances of these models were assessed by a

fivefold cross-validation method. This method split the original

data at a ratio of 80%: 20% randomly, of which 80% of the data

were used to train the model, and 20% of the data were used to

validate the model (Guisan et al., 2017). Then, true skill statistics

(TSS) and the area under the receiver operating characteristic

curve (AUC) were calculated to estimate the predictive accuracy.

These ten models were developed based on different statistical

theories and may output differential predictive results. To

integrate the respective advantages and reduce the uncertainty

of a single model, we constructed weighted average ensemble

models. The model with an AUC greater than 0.8 and a TSS

greater than 0.7 was considered to have a high predictive accuracy

and low uncertainty (Allouche et al., 2006; Guisan et al., 2017; Luo

et al., 2017), and was selected to construct the ensemble models. In

addition to the AUC and TSS, we calculated the continuous Boyce

index (CBI) to assess the predictive performance of ensemble

models, as this index has been proven to be more reliable than the

traditional AUC and TSS indices, especially for presence-only data

(Chardon et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). The ensemble models

were constructed at the species level (species model) and

population level (NAP model, NPP model and SHP model).

Based on the constructed SDMs, we plotted the response

curve of species with each environmental variable, presenting the

variation in species occurrence probability with the environmental

gradient. The importance of each predictor was estimated by a

randomly permutated method (Guisan et al., 2017). This method
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
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all the predictor variables and the prediction using only the

estimated variable, which was permutated randomly. A high

correlation between the two predictions indicates the low

importance of the variable being estimated. The ensemble

models constructed at the species and population levels were

used to predict the potential distributions of the whole species and

the three populations (NAP, NPP and SHP) under the current

and future (2050s, 2100s) climate scenarios under RCP 2.6 and

RCP 8.5, respectively. We produced continuous habitat suitability

maps based on the direct outputs from the ensemble models. For a

better interpretation of habitat suitability, we converted the

continuous prediction into binary values by using automatically

generated thresholds that maximized the TSS values of the

ensemble model (Liu et al., 2013).
Results

Niche differentiation among the
three populations

The volume of four-dimensional hypervolume for the NAP

was 113.20, that for the NPP was 310.27 and that for the SHP was

2709.51. The paired comparison of hypervolumes indicated that

the niche differentiation between populations was very large. The

niche differentiation between the SHP and the NAP or NPP was

mostly caused by contraction/expansion (>95%), while niche

shifts contributed only marginally (<5%). The niche

differentiation between the NAP and NPP was mainly due to

contraction/expansion (>70%), while the niche shift contributed a

small portion (<30%) (Table 4). The general niche comparison

among the three populations showed that niche differentiation

was mainly present along PCA1 (Figure 2A) which was mainly

explained by water depth, distance to shore, and chlorophyll

concentration (Supplementary Figure S2). The paired niche

comparison showed that the niche differentiation between the

SHP and NAP was mainly along PCA1 (Figure 2B1) which was

mainly explained by water depth, distance to shore, chlorophyll

concentration (Supplementary Figure S2); the niche

differentiation between the SHP and NPP was mainly along

PCA1 (Figure 2B2) which was mainly explained by distance to

shore, water depth, ice thickness and chlorophyll concentration

(Supplementary Figure S2), while the niche differentiation
TABLE 4 Total niche differentiation (bTotal) between populations and the proportion of niche shift and niche contraction/expansion.

Pairs of populations bTotal Niche shift Niche contraction/expansion

SHP-NAP 0.963 0.009 (1%) 0.954 (99%)

SHP-NPP 0.907 0.038 (4%) 0.868 (96%)

NAP-NPP 0.793 0.232 (29%) 0.562 (71%)
SHP, Southern Hemisphere population; NAP, North Atlantic population; NPP, North Pacific population.
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between the NAP and NPP was mainly presented along PCA3

(Figure 2B3) which was mainly explained by current velocity,

salinity, water depth and chlorophyll concentration

(Supplementary Figure S2). The pairwise niche similarity tests

showed the P value for SHP vs. NPP is 0.2108, for SHP vs. NAP is

0.1169, and for NPP vs. NAP is 0.1039. All the P-values greater

than 0.05 indicated no significant climatic niche conservatism.
Model performances

Based on the TSS andAUC values, nine of the ten singlemodels

excluding the SRE were selected to construct the weighted ensemble

model at the species and population levels (Figure 3). The higher

values of AUC, TSS and CBI for all four ensemble models indicated

high predictive performance (Table 5).
Predictor importance and
response curve

The species model indicated that water depth and

temperature were the two most influential variables that
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shaped the global distribution of the common minke whale

(Figure 4A). This model indicated that the common minke

whale preferred to live with water temperature between -5-20°

C (Figure 5A) and water depth between 0-2000 m (Figure 5B).

The population-level models indicated that the predominant

factors affecting the potential distribution differed among the

populations. Ice thickness and distance to shore were the two

most important factors affecting the distribution of the SHP

(Figure 4B). The occurrence probability of this population

decreased with distance to shore and was high when ice

thickness between 0-1 m (Figure 6A). The distribution of

the NAP was mainly driven by water temperature and ice

thickness (Figure 4B). This population preferred to live with

water temperature below 20°C and ice thickness between 0-

0.5 m (Figure 6B). Chlorophyll concentration and distance to

shore were the two most important factors affecting the

distribution of the NPP (Figure 4B). This population

preferred to live in the nearshore waters where distance to

shore not exceeding 800 m. Its occurrence probability

increased with chlorophyll concentration and gradually

stabilized when chlorophyll concentration over 0.8 mg·m-

3 (Figure 6C).
A B1

B2 B3

FIGURE 2

The four-dimensional hypervolumes for the Southern Hemisphere population (SHP), North Atlantic population (NAP) and North Pacific
population (NPP). The overlapping hypervolumes for the three populations (A), SHP and NAP (B1), SHP and NPP (B2) and NAP and NPP (B3).
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SDM projections

Current projections of potential distribution
Under the current environmental conditions, the SHPmodel

predicted the potential distribution of the SHP mainly located

along the shoreline of the Antarctic continent, including the

northern coast of Australia, the Gulf of Carpentaria and both

sides of the Mozambique Channel. The SHP model predicted

more potential habitat (35,052,556 km2) for the SHP than did

the prediction from the species model (12,998,842 km2). The

NAP model predicted that the potential distribution of the NAP

extended to the northeast sea area from the coastal waters of

Canada, while in addition to these areas, the species model

predicted extra suitable habitat along the southwest coast of

Greenland. The species model presented more optimistic results

with more suitable habitat (19,995,777 km2) than the NAP

model (10,049,561 km2). The NPP model predicted that the

potential distribution of the NPP was mainly located in the

coastal waters of China, Japan, America, Russia and Canada, and

this model presented more suitable habitat (12,844,797 km2),

particularly in the Sea of Japan, Bering Strait and Chukchi Sea,

than that (5,816,799 km2) of the species model (Figure 7).
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Future projections of potential distributions
under climate change scenarios

Species- and population-level SDMs both predicted habitat

contraction for the SHP and NAP and habitat expansion for the

NPP, while the changed magnitude of habitats depended on the

climate change scenarios. The pessimistic scenario with

uncontrolled greenhouse gas emissions (RCP 8.5) resulted in a

large variation in the suitable range (Table 6). Generally, the

species-level model, compared with the population-level model,

presented more pessimistic results for the SHP and NAP, with a

greater loss of potential suitable habitat, and more optimistic

results for the NPP, with a larger extension of suitable habitat.

We presented the habitat change in the three populations

projected by species-level and population-level models under

RCP 8.5 in the 2100s for explanation. Species-level and

population-level models predicted differential impacts of

climate change on the potentially suitable habitat (Figure 8).

Both the species model and the SHP model predicted that the

SHP gained a large amount of suitable area in Port Argentina,

Gulf of Carpentaria and in the waters off Antarctica, while it lost

many suitable areas, mainly in the offshore areas of the Antarctic

continent (Figures 8A1, B1). Both the species model and the
TABLE 5 Mean values of the true skill statistics (TSS), the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and the continuous Boyce
index (CBI) for the ensemble models built at the species level (species model) and populations level (SHP model, NAP model and NPP model).

Ensemble models TSS AUC CBI

Species model 0.918 0.994 0.996

SHP model 0.864 0.984 0.898

NAP model 0.945 0.997 0.974

NPP model 0.891 0.991 0.960
frontiersi
SHP, Southern Hemisphere population; NAP, North Atlantic population; NPP, North Pacific population.
A B

FIGURE 3

Predictive ability of the ten modeling algorithms estimated by the true skill statistics (TSS) and the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) built at the population level (A) and species level (B). The black horizontal lines indicate the cutoff values of the AUC
(0.8) and TSS (0.7) of the single model used to build the ensemble model.
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NAP model predicted the loss of suitable habitats for the NAP

under RCP 8.5 in the 2100s, while the degree of loss was different

between the models, with 47.3% and 26.6% losses predicted by

each, respectively (Table 6). The species model predicted that the

NAP would gain large areas of suitable habitat in Hudson Bay

(Figure 8A2), while the NAP model predicted a marginal

extension of suitable habitat to the southern part of this bay

(Figure 8B2). The species model and NPP model predicted

increases in suitable habitat for the NPP by 23.5% and 30.1%,

respectively, under RCP 8.5 in the 2100s. The species model

predicted the complete disappearance of potential habitat for the

NPP in the Yellow and Bohai Seas of China (Figure 8A3), while

the results from the NPP model were relatively optimistic, with a

small part of these areas still suitable for the NPP in the future

(Figure 8B3). Both models predicted the expansion of suitable

habitat across the Bering Strait to the Arctic Ocean and a loss of

habitat in the southern waters (Figure 8A3, B3).
Discussion

This study quantified the realized niche of the three

populations of common minke whales and found that the

niche space of the SHP was much larger than that of the NAP

and NPP. The wider distribution of the SHP in the Southern

Hemisphere, in contrast with the relatively aggregated

distributions of the NAP and NPP, was probably the reason
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for the larger climatic range of this population. Significant niche

differentiation among the three populations suggested by the

paired niche similarity tests, combined with recent studies on

partial sequences of mitochondrial and nuclear DNA of

common minke whales (Ramirez-Flores et al., 2019), suggested

the violation of “niche conservatism” and the existence of local

adaptation. The SDMs constructed at the population level

presented differential responses of the three populations to

climatic predictors, which further verified the adaptations of

these populations to their respective environmental conditions.
SDMs accounting for local adaptation

The results from the four-dimensional hypervolume indicated

that there was no significant climatic niche conservatism. This

implied that the three populations responded to environmental

gradients differently and confirmed the importance to develop

SDMs below the species level. This local adaptation may be

reflected by morphological and genetic differences (Rice, 1998).

For instance, the SHP of common minke whales possesses a

distinct white flipper mark and has a smaller body size than the

NAP and NPP; additionally, the NPP has a relatively short

rostrum and a different pattern of white bands on the flipper

than the NAP. In this study, though the species- and population-

level SDMs projected a similar change trend in the species range,

with a contraction of suitable habitat for the NAP and SHP and an
A

B

FIGURE 4

The importance of environmental variables in driving the whole-species distribution based on the species-level model (A) and the population
distributions based on the population-level model (B). Cv, current velocity; Sal, salinity; T, temperature; Depth, water depth; Dshore, distance to
shore; Chl, chlorophyll concentration; It, ice thickness.
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expansion of suitable habitat for the NPP under future climate

change scenarios, but the range change magnitudes projected by

the two types of models were different. The population-level

model outputted more optimistic results for the SHP and NAP

with less suitable habitat loss. This finding is consistent with

several published studies, which suggested that adaptive genetic

variation within a species can buffer the species’ vulnerability to

climate change (Oney et al., 2013; Ikeda et al., 2017; Razgour et al.,

2019; Zhang et al., 2021).

Climatic impacts on the common
minke whale

The three populations of common minke whales inhabit areas

with distinct environmental conditions, resulting in niche
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
differentiation and implying that climate-induced environmental

changes will exert different effects on the populations. Of the three

populations, our model results indicated that the NAP is the most

vulnerable to climate change. The continuing rise in water

temperature may directly impact the distribution of the NAP,

e.g., through energy budgets and thermoregulation (Park et al.,

2015; Heide-Jørgensen et al., 2020); however, the indirect effects,

i.e., through influences on prey distribution (Tetley et al., 2008),

may be more prominent. The prey of this species is diverse,

ranging from euphausiids to several fish species, and depends on

season and location (Vıḱingsson et al., 2015). Edwards et al.

(2021) found that warming of the North Atlantic drives

decreases in krill abundance with no associated range shift.

Fossheim et al. (2015) found that climate change and warming

induced borealization of fish communities in the Arctic.
A

B

FIGURE 5

The response curves of the common minke whale occurrence probability against water temperature (A) and water depth (B) based on the
species-level model.
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Temperature warming-induced habitat loss and range shift of

prey are likely the key to habitat loss of the NAP. In contrast, ice

thickness is the most important factor for the distribution of the

SHP, but the effect may be indirect, through its influence on prey

distribution. Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) is the main prey

of the SHP. However, sea ice extent has the predominant influence

on the survival of Antarctic krill larvae in the South Ocean and the

loss of winter sea ice results in declines in krill recruitment (Flores

et al., 2012; Piñones and Fedorov, 2016). The abundance decrease

and range shift of prey exert parallel influences on the distribution

of its predators. For the SHP, the considerable loss of suitable

habitat in offshore waters and gain of suitable habitat in the

nearshore areas of Antarctica are probably caused by the change

of distribution and abundance of prey. The larger loss and smaller

gain of suitable habitat implies that climate change will negatively

impact this population. Chlorophyll concentration was the most

important factor for the distribution of the NPP and the waters
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
with a high chlorophyll concentration attracted more prey to

accumulate (Tetley et al., 2008), resulting in the high occurrence of

the NPP to these areas. Climate change-induced decreases of

chlorophyll concentration will alter the distribution patters of the

NPP in order to trace for the suitable feeding grounds. The current

distributed locations of the NPP facilitate it crossing the Bering

Sea to colonize new habitats in the Arctic Ocean, indicating future

habitat expansion. Previous studies have detected poleward shifts

in many terrestrial and marine species in response to climate

change (e.g., Hällfors et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2020; Abe et al.,

2021; Fu et al., 2021), consistent with the findings of this study.

Although our study provides important data for designing

climate-adaptive conservation strategies, it has some limitations.

First, we used multiyear averages of environmental factors to

represent current and future climate conditions, making it difficult

to explore more fine-grained (e.g., annual and monthly)

environmental changes in the distribution of the common
A1

B1

C1

A2

B2

C2

FIGURE 6

The response curves of population occurrence probability against the two most important driving factors for the Southern Hemisphere
population (A1, A2), the North Atlantic population (B1, B2), and the North Pacific population (C1, C2) based on the population-level model.
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minke whale. For instance, the timing of sea ice formation and

retreat may strongly influence the distribution of prey and thus

indirectly affect the potential distribution of common minke

whales. Similarly, short-term climate forcing, especially for El

Niño and La Niña which break these normal conditions, may have

great impact on the distribution of cetaceans (Benson et al., 2002).

Failing to account for these environmental changes at a more fine-

grained time scale will affect the predictive accuracy of SDMs.

Therefore, our results can only represent general change trends in

the distribution of the common minke whale in the face of climate

change, over large temporal and spatial scales. Second, the time

frame for Bio-Oracle layers (2000–2014) was misaligned with a

small proportion of the occurrence records used to train our

models (with 26% of records predating 2000). This disparity may

bias species-environment associations and result in

underestimates of the impacts of climate change on habitat

suitability. Third, though the flexibility in the common minke

whale’s diet, several studies have proved the decline of its prey

induced by climate change, which is likely the direct threats to the
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recovery of these whales (e.g., Tulloch et al., 2018; Edwards et al.,

2021). With the integrated considerations of environmental

change and prey declines induced by climate change in the

future work, more pessimistic conditions are probable for the

common minke whale. Fourth, we must realize that dispersal

ability is an important factor affecting the potential distribution of

the species. The common minke whale may not have the ability to

reach all the suitable areas because of the presence of some

barriers such as temperature gradients. Our study probably

overestimates the potential distribution of common minke

whales, especially for the NPP, under the assumption of an

unlimited dispersal ability.
Implications for management
and conservation

Though facing unprecedented anthropogenic and climate

change stresses, the common minke whale has attracted little
A1

B1

A2

B2

FIGURE 7

The predicted potential distribution under the current environmental conditions based on models built at the species level (A1, B1) and
population level (A2, B2). The continuous habitat projections (A1, A2) were converted into binary (0/1) projections by using automatically
generated thresholds that maximized the TSS values of the ensemble models. The red lines in A2 and B2 represent the boundaries among the
three populations.
TABLE 6 Predicted size of changes (%) in species range based on population-level (species-level) models under the representative concentration
pathways (RCPs) 2.6 and 8.5 at the middle (2050s) and end (2100s) of the 21st century.

RCP SHP NAP NPP

2050s 2100s 2050s 2100s 2050s 2100s

RCP 2.6 -3.3 (-13.5) -7.1 (-21.4) -12.6 (-16.8) -11.7 (-19.7) 8.4 (15.8) 8.2 (13.5)

RCP 8.5 -5.7 (-15.2) -43.0 (-40.6) -12.4 (-20.4) -47.3 (-26.6) 12.1 (18.5) 23.5 (30.1)
fron
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conservation or management attention. Tulloch et al. (2018)

investigated the impacts of climate on populations of baleen

whales and their prey in the Southern Ocean and concluded that

the future recovery of baleen whales will be imperiled by climate

change. Weelden et al. (2021) presented a review of the literature

on the impacts of climate change on cetacean distribution,

habitat and migration and highlighted the significant research

gaps regarding this topic. Therefore, it is urgent to estimate the

climate impacts on the habitat suitability of common minke

whales for designing climate-adaptive conservation and

management strategies. Overall, the three populations showed

a poleward shift in response to a warming climate. However, the

NAP and SHP are more vulnerable than the NPP to climate

impacts, as indicated by the limited area available for

colonization when they lose too much of their range in

offshore waters. Therefore, these two populations deserve more

conservative attention in the face of climate stresses.

Marine protected areas (MPAs) have been proven to be an

effective in situ tool to protect endangered species and maintain

ecosystem services (Wang and Li, 2021). The Mexican

government built the world’s largest whale MPA network, with

a total area of 3,000,000 km2, encompassing all the waters in the

Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean Sea within

the country’s exclusive economic zone, with the aim of

protecting 39 whale species living in these waters legally

(Villalobos and Mansilla, 2018). However, climate-induced

marine environment changes in MPAs may result in

inadaptability of the protected species and reduce the

effectiveness of MPAs (Bruno et al., 2018). For instance, Hunt

et al. (2020) estimated the potential distribution of Australian

humpback dolphins within an established MPA in Australia and
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found a negative impact of climate change on protective

effectiveness. Mobile MPAs, whose boundaries can shift across

space and time, have been suggested to safeguard the dynamic

habitats and migratory species in a changing ocean (Maxwell

et al., 2020). Davies et al. (2017) argued that explicit

consideration of future range shifts and contractions of species

is essential for the effective establishment of large MPAs. Climate

change-induced range shifts called for the need to build mobile

MAPs for the common minke whale. Our spatiotemporal

predictions of suitable habitats provided essential knowledge

for planning the location, size and boundary of mobile MPAs.

The current and future potential distributions of this species

are mainly located in coastal waters, so controlling

anthropogenic environmental pollution and reducing fishing

pressure on these waters are also vital for conserving this

species. Given the vulnerability of the SHP and NAP to

climate change, we recommended stricter whaling restrictions,

such as the prohibition of commercial whaling and reduction in

whales captured for scientific studies, in these two populations.

Additionally, the new suitable areas colonized by the NAP in the

coastal waters of Norway and Sweden and by the SHP in the

Weddell Sea deserve more conservation attention in the future.

For instance, closed fishing season and area are alternative

conservation measures in consideration of the influences of

prey on the whale distribution. Despite the resilience of the

NPP to climate change, this population will lose a large amount

of suitable area in the nearshore areas of the Yellow Sea and

Bohai Sea in the future. The ecological system of these areas is

recovering from the intense historical anthropogenic stresses

due to the recent promulgations of more eco-friendly strategies

in China. The finer predictions at the local scale are expected to
A1 A2 A3

B2 B3B1

FIGURE 8

Change in future habitat suitability projected by the species-level model (A1–A3) and population-level model (B1–B3) for the Southern
Hemisphere population (SHP), the North Atlantic population (NAP) and the North Pacific population (NPP) of the common minke whale
respectively in the 2100s under the representative concentration pathway (RCP) 8.5. The category “Loss” represents areas projected to be
suitable under current climatic conditions but unsuitable under future climatic conditions; “Stable” represents areas projected to be suitable
under both current and future climatic conditions; and “Gain” represents areas projected to be unsuitable under current climatic conditions but
suitable under future climatic conditions.
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provide more oriented conservation and management strategies

for the common minke whale in the coastal waters of China.

Finally, we must emphasize that MPAs and other protective

measures recommended by us can only protect the current and

future suitable habitats of whales from anthropogenic disturbance.

However, the suitable habitats of SHP and NAP decreased with

the increase of greenhouse gas concentration. With uncontrolled

(i.e., business-as-usual) emissions over a long period of time, these

two populations will be gradually driven to extinction. Hence,

decreasing anthropogenic-induced greenhouse gas emission is the

ultimate solution for the sustainability of these populations.
Conclusion

This study represented the first step to estimate the climate

impacts on the potential distribution of the common minke

whale. The significant differentiation of niche space and different

responses to climatic predictors among the three populations

signified the violation of the assumption of “niche conservatism”

and highlighted the importance of constructing SDMs that

integrate local adaptation. The spatiotemporal predictions of

habitat suitability can provide essential knowledge for designing

climate-adaptive conservation and management strategies, such

as the delimitation of mobile MPAs. Further research will focus

on the probabilities of estimating habitat suitability with the

integrated consideration of the climate-induced environment

and prey variations.
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